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Focus
This News in Re-
view story exam-
ines the history of
flight in Canada
and the evolution
of the aviation and
aerospace industry
in general. Pio-
neers, engineers,
and inventors are
at the centre of the
past century of
flight.

 Sections
marked with this
symbol indicate
content suitable for
younger viewers.
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CENTURY OF FLIGHT: WINGS OVER CANADA
Introduction

At the start of the 20th century Canada
had many pioneers, inventors, and
enthusiasts of flight, enough to make a
contribution to the advancement of
powered flight in North America and
Europe. Wallace Turnbull, Lawrence J.
Lesh, F.W. “Casey” Baldwin, J.A.D.
McCurdy, and William Wallace Gibson
are just some examples of Canadians
who tinkered, toiled, and dedicated their
lives to a goal that had not yet been
realized. It takes a special kind of
person, one with confidence, knowl-
edge, perseverance, and a little bit of
luck to help make a seemingly impos-
sible dream come true. These dreams
can have far-reaching implications; the
discovery and practice of powered
flight at the turn of the 20th century is
directly linked to walking on the moon
66 years later.

The Wright brothers of Dayton, Ohio,
had confidence, knowledge, and perse-
verance working for them. Wilbur and
Orville Wright did not complete high
school, but they were self-taught engi-
neers. Their bicycle-building business
taught them about the interaction of
parts in a machine built for movement.
The brothers were fairly well off and
had enough spare time to explore the
most intricate workings of flight. Nei-
ther married, and they ended up living
together so there was very little distrac-
tion from their relentless pursuit of
making powered flight possible. Their
dream came true in December 1903.

Once powered flight was realized
people continued to perfect the aircraft,
making it more powerful and easier to
control. Aircraft were used as weapons
in the First World War. Allied soldiers
and their enemies shot each other down

from the sky, and for the first time ever
the world had “Flying Aces,” pilots
who recorded at least five “kills.” Some
Canadian pilots who served in the First
World War continued to fly after the
war. They became Canada’s first bush
pilots. Canada’s vast north, far beyond
clearings and settlements, was virtually
unexplored by planes. Bush flying in
remote, uncharted areas began as a way
to spot forest fires. Canadian pilots such
as Stuart Graham, Wilfrid Reid “Wop”
May, and Clennell “Punch” Dickins
flew in northern Canada in the 1920s
and 1930s. Besides spotting forest fires
they delivered mail, medicine, and
food, and ferried people to hunting,
fishing, trapping, and mining areas.
Their job was a dangerous one and their
lives were often at risk. These dangers
included flying into unknown territory,
with primitive or nonexistent landing
strips and no radio communication, as
well as flying in freezing temperatures
in unheated planes. Today Canadian
bush pilots’ jobs have been made easier
by improved technology and specially
designed planes.

 Canadian women have been directly
involved in aviation since the first
woman was granted her pilot’s licence
in 1928. Women have contributed by
being engineers, pilots, and flight
instructors since that time, and today
they are working for the Canadian
Space Agency and participating in
missions into space. The next century of
flight and aerospace exploration may be
unclear, but the inventors, engineers,
and pioneers in this field guarantee
continual development, progress, and
change.
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To Consider
1. Where is the development of aviation and aerospace now? What are your

predictions for the future?

2. Why do you think people are interested in flight, in our skies, or in outer
space?

3. How has flight influenced people’s lives in the last century? List two pros
and two cons.
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CENTURY OF FLIGHT: WINGS OVER CANADA
Video Review

1. List at least five things that we depend on planes for today.

2. What did the inventors of powered flight practise on before powered
flight was possible?

3. a) When did “controlled, heavier-than-air” powered flight first take place?

b) Describe the scene in which it took place.

c) Who was involved?

d) For how long was the plane in flight? _______________________________

e) How far did the plane go during flight? _____________________________

4. a) When did the aviation era begin in Canada? _________________________

b) What was the name of the plane? __________________________________

c) Where did this flight take place? ____________________________________

d) Name the Canadian involved in the first powered flight in Canada.

5. a) Using examples from the video list ways in which Canadians have been
involved in the evolution of aviation over the last century.

 b) Using examples from the video list the names of Canadians involved in
the evolution of aviation over the last century.

Note to Teachers
Students should
read over the
questions before
viewing the video.
Perhaps the video
can be paused
throughout so
students can record
answers.

YV
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6. a) What are bush pilots?

b) Where do they fly?

c) List the differences in bush piloting from the 1920s to present day.
Consider working conditions, geography, technology, and purposes of
missions.

d) In your opinion, why do people become bush pilots?

e) Would you become a bush pilot? Provide three reasons in your answer.

Extension
7. Write a paragraph that explains how flying is essential to the Canadian

sense of identity.

8. Research a Canadian bush pilot (living or dead) and write a one-page
biography. Share your research with the class.
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CENTURY OF FLIGHT: WINGS OVER CANADA
Timeline: Canada in Flight

In the early years of the 20th century
Canadians were already fully engaged
in attempting to prove that powered
flight was possible. The direction and
shape of Canada’s aviation industry
over the past century has been influ-
enced by the military needs of the First
and Second World Wars, the seemingly
inaccessible northern reaches of Canada
itself, and various international market
needs. Canada’s aviation and aerospace
industry now leads the world in com-
muter and jet aircraft, engines, helicop-
ters, landing systems, flight simulators,
and space robotics technology.

Timeline
1902 Wallace Turnbull of Saint John,
New Brunswick, builds Canada’s first
wind tunnel and conducts North
America’s first experiments on airfoils
and wing angles. These experiments
lead him to later perfect the variable
pitch propeller.

1907 The first heavier-than-air ma-
chine to fly in Canada is Lawrence J.
Lesh’s glider at Montreal, Quebec. He
made use of ailerons and took the first
photographs from an aircraft, foretelling
an important use of the aircraft in this
country.

1908 Canadian engineers F.W.
“Casey” Baldwin and J.A.D. McCurdy
become part of the Aerial Experiment
Association (AEA) in an attempt to
prove that powered flight is indeed
possible. Baldwin is the first Canadian
to fly a powered heavier-than-air ma-
chine in the AEA’s Red Wing biplane.
McCurdy makes the first powered flight
in Canada, flying the Silver Dart at
Baddeck, Nova Scotia. 

1910 William Wallace Gibson makes
a series of powered flights near
Victoria, British Columbia, in his
“Twin-Plane,” which uses an engine of
his own design. It is the first Canadian-
designed aircraft engine tested.

1914-1918 During the First World
War, Britain’s Royal Flying Corps
(RFC), on the invitation of the Cana-
dian Government, established the RFC
Canada, which developed the first
military flight training plan in Canada.
Three Canadian airmen receive the
Victoria Cross (VC) for Bravery for
actions against superior numbers of the
enemy. Billy Bishop finishes the war
with 72 victories in aerial combat,
making him the top ranking Allied ace.
Alan Arnett McLeod, 18 years of age,
was the youngest of the Canadian flyers
to receive the honour. William George
Barker earned Canada’s final air VC in
1918. Canadian Roy Brown is credited
with shooting down Baron Von
Richthofen (the Red Baron). 

1924 The Royal Canadian Air Force is
formed.

1928 Eileen Volick is the first Cana-
dian woman to become a licensed pilot.

1930 J. Erroll Boyd becomes the first
Canadian to fly across the Atlantic, in a
Bellanca, named Mapleleaf.

1935 The first flight of the Canadian
Canso flying boat, later to be used in
the Second World War, takes place.
They are mostly used as long-distance
reconnaissance units, and are also used
during U-boat patrols. 

1939 Trans-Canada Airlines, forerun-
ner of Air Canada, starts the first trans-
continental service. 

Archives
To learn more
about Canada’s
progress in aviation
and space, consider
visiting the CBC
Digital Archives at
www.cbc.ca/
archives and inves-
tigating such topics
as Marc Garneau,
the Avro Arrow,
Canadair, and
Canadian satellites.
You might also visit
CBC Newsworld for
more information
and even lesson
plans by going to
www.cbc.ca/
newsreal/
teachers.html —
select Past Lesson
Plans, Dec 18, 2003,
Flight Anniversary

YV
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1940 Canada becomes the centre of
the Commonwealth Air Training
Plan. By 1945, over 100 schools have
been in operation, graduating 131 533
airmen, earning Canada the title “the
Aerodrome of Democracy.”

1950 Canadian aviation company
AVRO Air develops the first all-
weather jet fighter in the world, the
AVRO CF-100 CANUCK, affection-
ately nicknamed the “Clunk.” Canada’s
Minister of National Defence sets up
the training of one hundred aircrew
recruits from member nations of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO). 

1950-1953 During the Korean War
Canadian pilots score the last air-to-air
victories. Flight Lieutenant Joseph
Lévesque from Quebec becomes the
last Canadian ace. Jackie Cochran pilots
a Canadian-built Sabre Mk3 to a new
woman’s world speed record. 

1957 The Canadair CP-107 Argus, the
most advanced anti-submarine aircraft
in the world, takes its first flight. For
the next 30 years it holds the record for
the longest flight by an unrefuelled
aircraft—slightly over 31 hours.

1958 AVRO goes on to create what is
considered by some to be the greatest
aircraft ever developed, the CF-105
ARROW. The Arrow was the fastest,
most sophisticated fighter in the world
at the time, with a top speed of 2 655
kph.

1979 Deanna Brasseur, Leah Mosher,

and Nora Bottomley are the first female
pilots with the Canadian Forces.

1981 Canada develops the Canadarm.
This arm, used to assist in the assembly
and maintenance of the International
Space Station, has since been used for
50 space shuttle missions.

1984 Marc Garneau becomes the first
Canadian to fly in space. 

1990-1991 Canada sends CF-18s into
combat during the Gulf War for the first
time in 40 years. 

1992 Roberta Bondar is the first
Canadian woman to fly in space.

1999 NATO forces drop bombs in
order to intervene in the killings in
Kosovo. Kosovar refugees are airlifted
to Canada.

2001 Canadian astronaut Chris
Hadfield becomes the first Canadian to
walk in space.

2003 Canada makes the world’s
smallest space telescope, affectionately
known as “Humble,” and launches it
from Russia. It is the only telescope that
collects measurements of stars from
space rather than from earth.

2004 Bell Helicopter of Mirabel,
Quebec, is the leading manufacturer of
civil helicopters in the world, and the
Bell 206 Jet Ranger is the most success-
ful commercial helicopter ever built.

Summarized from: History of Flight,
http://acam.ednet.ns.ca/curriculum/avia-
his.htm; History of Flight,
www.altitudeis.com/history.htm.

Analysis
1. What surprises you about this timeline? What did you already know?

2. Choose three contributions that Canadians have made to the world of
aviation and aerospace. Explain why they are important.

Further Research
1. Look to the
future! Research
the Canadian Space
Agency’s involve-
ment in revolution-
ary space explora-
tion. Write a para-
graph outlining
your prediction(s)
based on your
research.

OR

2. Research how
much money the
Canadian federal
government spends
on space explora-
tion and related
activities. Should
we be spending
more or less money
than the current
expenditures?
Explain your rea-
soning.
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CENTURY OF FLIGHT: WINGS OVER CANADA
The Wright Stuff

In 1903 Wilbur Wright was 32 years
old and Orville Wright was 28 years
old. The brothers made history on
December 17, 1903. Five local men
watched on a cold, windy day on the
hills of Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.
The Wright brothers flew the first
machine in history to carry a person that
took off under its own power. It
achieved level flight and landed without
sustaining any damage. On that day
their first flight lasted 12 seconds, and
the aircraft traveled 36.5 metres with
Orville Wright as the pilot. Their fourth
and final flight lasted 59 seconds, and
the aircraft travelled 260 metres with
Wilbur Wright as the pilot. This was the
first major breakthrough in aviation
history. The Wright brothers had set the
pace for a century of innovation in the
field of flight in the air and in outer space.

The brothers were known to their
family, friends, associates, and custom-
ers as real Victorian gentlemen. They
both wore dark-coloured business suits
with starched white collar shirts and
bowler hats. These two men were
modest about their accomplishments.
They were the two youngest brothers in
a family of four boys and one girl. Their
family members were pioneers in
education, religion, and business. Their
father was a bishop in the United Breth-
ren Church, and both parents were
political activists who fought to end
slavery and advocated for women’s
rights. Mrs. Wright was educated at
Hartsville College in the 19th century
and was the handywoman of the family.
She made the children’s toys by hand
and always fixed whatever was broken
in the family home. The only daughter
in the Wright family went on to become
a high school teacher. Wilbur and

Orville never finished high school nor
did either of them marry. Instead, in
1892, the brothers rented a shop to
repair and build bicycles. This business
was financially successful, and it left
them with plenty of leisure time. Before
he developed an interest in flight
Orville built a calculator and a type-
writer. Wilbur studied gears.

In 1895 German aviator pioneer Otto
Lilienthal caught the Wright brothers’
attention with his glider experiments.
Lilienthal had invented the hang glider.
The brothers decided that they wanted
to build their own flying machine. They
first looked to their bicycles for inspira-
tion on how to balance a plane. They
looked at bridges and designed a brac-
ing system. They looked at the bicycle’s
inner tube cardboard box and used its
design for the wing warping biplane
design. The brothers were self-taught
engineers with scientific minds. Al-
though they made their living as bicycle
mechanics, they developed mathemati-
cal calculations to determine lift ratios,
gliding angles, and rectangular pres-
sures on wing surfaces. Each time they
designed a new plane they engaged in a
new experiment. During this process
they uncovered glaring errors in scien-
tific literature, but forged ahead, devel-
oping their own scientific formulas and
calculations. The Wright brothers
discovered early on that the engine was
not the key to successful air travel, so
they focused on the gliding action and
control of their planes.

These brothers tested, failed, and re-
tested until their glider was ready to
become an airplane. They began to look
for a suitable place to fly their plane
once they decided to build it. They
settled upon Kitty Hawk, a sandy, hilly

Quote
“They done it! They
done it ! Damned if
they ain’t flew! —
Eyewitness Johnny
Moore on seeing
the first powered
flight

YV
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area on the outer banks of North Caro-
lina. The brothers built their own cabin
at the site. For four years the brothers
moved into the cabin in the fall to
conduct their experiments because it
was the slow season for their bicycle
business in Dayton, Ohio. They con-
tinuously rebuilt their planes and flew
them hundreds of times. They concen-
trated on learning how to maneuver the
plane, making adjustments, and eventu-
ally adding a propeller and an engine in
1903. This plane did not have wheels; it
had sled-like skis. It had canvas-cov-
ered wings, wire cables, twin propellers
that were hand carved from spruce
wood (by Wilbur), a wooden frame, and
a place for the pilot to lie flat and strap
the controls to the plane around his
waist. This record-making machine,
including all of the experiments associ-
ated with it, had cost the brothers $1 000.
The plane had a wingspan of 12 metres
with a four-cylinder engine and weighed
340 kilograms when the pilot was in it.

When asked about their success
compared with so many other failures
in flight at the turn of the 20th century,
Orville is remembered as explaining the
difference between the brothers and
everyone else. He noted that the broth-
ers kept getting back into their plane
and trying to fly, whereas the others did
too much observing and note-taking.
Orville acknowledged that the latter

was much safer, but he believed that
this was the reason he and his brother
had been successful first.

In 1905 the Wright Brothers opened
their own company and tried selling
airplanes to the U.S. military and Euro-
pean countries. Their company was also
involved in training pilots on the air-
craft they had produced. The brothers
did not experience much success with
their company, and many pilots died
while testing out their planes. Wilbur
Wright died in 1912 from typhoid, and
by 1915 Orville had sold the company.
Two years before Wilbur died, the
brothers opened a flying school in
Dayton, Ohio. Orville delivered most of
the hands-on instruction to the students
and trained them to fly in exhibitions
and flight shows. Once his brother died
and the Wright Company was sold,
Orville never again said anything
publicly about being a pilot. Orville
Wright died of a heart attack in
1948.The Wright Company ended up
becoming a major manufacturer of
aircraft engines.

The Wright brothers had experi-
mented, invented, and proven that
powered flight was possible. They had
solved the puzzle of flight as they
conceived it. This paved the way for
others, shortly after 1903, to find ways
to build planes that were easier to
control and more reliable.

Further Research
The most visited
museum in the
world is the
Smithsonian Institu-
tion’s Air and Space
Museum. in Wash-
ington D.C. Its
exhibits, including
a special exhibition
on the Wright
Brothers, can be
accessed online at
www.nasm.si.edu.

Analysis
1. Choose the most interesting fact in this article. Explain why you think this

fact is interesting.

2. How would you compare the Wright brothers to another inventor that
you know of? Consider the following: what was invented, how much
energy and how much luck went into it, how long it took to invent, the
importance of the invention, the kind of support the inventor had, etc.

3. Summarize the Wright brothers’ experience with flight from 1985 to 1915.

4. To what do you think the Wright brothers owe their success? Provide
support for your answer.
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CENTURY OF FLIGHT: WINGS OVER CANADA
Canadian Women Take Flight

At the turn of the last century flying
was considered a daredevil act. Men
were experimenting around the globe.
Once the Wright brothers took flight in
1903 all like-minds were testing their
homemade equipment and theories. At
this time, Canadian women’s love of
flight was restricted to watching it
happen from the ground. The first
Canadian woman to participate in flight
was Madge Graham. In 1919 she ac-
companied her bush pilot husband on a
flight from Nova Scotia to Quebec. This
flight created opportunities for women,
and the rest, as they say, is history!

Eileen Vollick
Eileen Vollick was born in 1908 in
Wiarton, Ontario. She discovered her
love of flight when she parachuted into
Burlington Bay. In 1927 she began
taking flying lessons. Amelia Earhart
had become famous, and Vollick was
captivated by her. Vollick’s flight
instructor had reservations about her
flying because she was only five feet
and one inch tall, and needed to sit on
pillows in order to see out of the cock-
pit. On March 13, 1928, she became the
first woman in Canada to receive her
pilot’s licence. She engaged in aero-
batic flying in both Canada and the U.S.
Soon after her career as a pilot started,
she met and married James Hopkins,
stopped flying, moved to New York
State, and started a family. She re-
mained there until her death in 1968. In
1976 three of Vollick’s family mem-
bers, including her husband, unveiled a
plaque in her honour. The Ontario
Heritage Foundation was celebrating
Canada’s first licensed female pilot.
Source: www.canadian99s.org/articles/
profile_vollick.htm

Marion Alice Orr
Marion Alice Orr was born on June 25,
1918, in Toronto, Ontario. She obtained
her pilot’s licence as soon as she could
and became the second woman in
Canada to qualify as an air traffic
control assistant. After the Second
World War started in 1939, the Air
Transport Auxiliary (ATA) was formed.
Orr applied for a position in the ATA,
was tested in Montreal, and moved to
England in 1942. She flew many differ-
ent types of aircraft during the war,
ferrying aircraft from factories to bases.
However, the Spitfire was her favourite.
She was honourably discharged from
the ATA with the rank of second officer
in 1944 with 700 logged hours. Orr
started her own flying school in 1949.
The school ended up closing so she
moved to Maple, Ontario, and, with
permission from the Prime Minister,
opened her own airfield. In 1981, Orr
became a member of Canada’s Aviation
Hall of Fame. During her career she
flew over 21 000 hours, 17 000 hours as
an instructor on a variety of planes and
helicopters. Orr continued to fly until
her death in 1995.
Source: http://collections.ic.gc.ca/
high_flyers/orr.htm

Molly Reilly (Moretta Fenton
Beall)
Molly Reilly was born on February 25,
1922, in Lindsay, Ontario. Reilly
learned to fly at an early age because
her older brother was a pilot. When the
Second World War was declared Reilly
tried to sign up with the Royal Cana-
dian Air Force, but they were not
accepting women at the time. In 1941
when the Women’s Division was
formed, Reilly was the first recruit. She

Did you know . . .
Famed aviator
Amelia Earhart
disappeared on an
around-the-world
flight over the
Pacific in 1937?
Some claim that
she was captured
and killed by
Japanese forces as
they prepared for
their infamous
attack on Pearl
Harbour in 1941.

YV
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did photographic work from the sky
throughout the war. After the war Reilly
worked as a flying instructor and, in
1957, was hired by Southern Provincial
Airlines as a full-time charter pilot. She
was eventually promoted to captain, the
first woman in Canada ever to hold this
position. In 1959 Reilly was hired by
Peter Bawden Drilling Company as a
co-captain of a DC-3 operating in
Canada’s north. In this position she
became the first to pilot the aircraft in
extensive periods of darkness and
extreme weather conditions, often
without radio communications and
navigation aids. During her career she
flew over 10 000 hours, and was inducted
into Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in
1973. She died November 24, 1980.
Source: http://collections.ic.gc.ca/
high_flyers/reilly.htm

Julie Payette
Julie Payette was born in 1963 in
Montreal, Quebec. She is an electrical
and computer engineer, pilot, and the
first Canadian to work aboard the
International Space Station. Payette
worked as a system engineer at IBM
Canada; as a research assistant at the
University of Toronto; as a visiting
scientist at the IBM Research Labora-
tory in Zurich, Switzerland; and as a
research engineer for the Speech Re-
search Group at Bell-Northern Research

in Montreal. In 1992 she joined the
Canadian Space Agency. Payette ac-
quired her commercial pilot’s licence
and earned her captaincy on the Cana-
dian CT-114 military jet. She served as
a mission specialist on the 26th flight of
the space shuttle Discovery in 1999.
She was part of a group of astronauts
who participated in the first manual
docking of the International Space
Station. She is currently the chief
astronaut for the Canadian Space Agency.
Source: www.nlc-bnc.ca/2/12/h12-413-e.html

Operation Skywatch
This is a partnership between the Cana-
dian chapter of the Ninety-Nines (an
international women’s flying group)
and the Ontario Ministry of the Envi-
ronment. Skywatch was founded in
1978 because there was a need for
making companies more accountable
for environmental pollution. Women of
Skywatch, equipped with aerial cam-
eras, spy on polluters by taking photo-
graphs. The operation receives small
grants each year from the government
and relies on women volunteers to fly
and take pictures. Operation Skywatch
has been successful in both doing its job
and raising awareness about the envi-
ronment in general.
Source: http://collections.ic.gc.ca/
high_flyers/skywatch.htm

Did you know . . .
Julie Payette may
be one of Canada’s
most accomplished
young women? Not
only is she a suc-
cessful engineer
and aviator but she
can also speak five
languages and is a
skilled singer and
pianist.

Questions
1. Summarize the history of the role of Canadian women in aviation from

the turn of the 20th century to today.

2. Choose one of the four women mentioned and develop three questions
you would ask her.

3. If you had to re-enact one of the four women’s lives, which woman would
you choose? Use three reasons to explain your answer.

4. Make a list of three things these women have in common. Discuss this list
with your classmates. Which characteristics do you share, if any?

5. What personal qualities or characteristics are necessary in order to embark
on a career as these women have done?
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CENTURY OF FLIGHT: WINGS OVER CANADA
Canada’s Bush Pilots

Bush Flying in the Early Days
Before the First World War the harsh
northern Canadian environment was
largely unexplored by planes. Bush
flying in remote areas began as aerial
reconnaissance for spotting forest fires.
Stuart Graham and his wife began to fly
forest fire patrols in Canada in 1919. In
the late 1920s the early operations were
succeeded by the country’s first regular
Canadian air-mail service and passen-
ger and freight services. Bush pilots
began flying over inhospitable land and
water—landing in locations never
before visited by aircraft—and turned
commercial bush flights into a way to
earn a living. Bush pilots had the sup-
port of their mechanics, who often flew
with them, as well as the support of
their ground crew. This crew was called
the “black gang” and was made up of
engineers and mechanics. Bush pilots
generally flew in twos in the winter.
Shutting down an aircraft at night and
getting it started again in the morning
was a two-person job. Oil had to be
removed from the aircraft overnight to
prevent it from hardening in the ex-
tremely cold temperatures. This process
required two people because it had to be
done quickly. Refuelling a plane also
required two people. Emergency equip-
ment, such as extra clothing and food,
and a rifle and ammunition for hunting,
was stored in the small space on board
the aircraft.

In the 1920s bush pilots navigated by
using landmarks, waterways, dog trails,
or railway tracks. They relied on their
own sketch maps, any published maps,
and a compass. The pilots tried to fly in
new territory only when the weather
was clear. Flying in the summer usually

meant landing in the water using pon-
toon landing gear. Not many docks for
landing existed at this time, and some
pilots kept a canoe strapped to the
underside of their plane when anticipat-
ing less than ideal landing conditions.
Landing in the winter meant landing on
bodies of water that had frozen over.
Conditions were not always ideal
because not all water froze at the same
time or became as frozen as was needed
for a loaded aircraft to make a landing.
This sometimes resulted in planes
crashing through the ice. Bush pilots
did not fly much in the fall and the
spring because lakes were either not
entirely frozen or not clear enough of
chunks of ice for safe landings. No
medicines, supplies, food, or mail made
it to the Canadian north during these
times. However, whenever bush pilots
flew, they usually found themselves in
challenging and risky situations.

Canada’s First Bush Pilots
Wilfrid Reid “Wop” May was born in
Carberry, Manitoba, in 1896. He was a
pilot in the First World War who found
himself being hotly pursued by the Red
Baron (a German flying ace) the day the
Baron was shot down. May’s squadron
leader is credited with shooting him
down. During the Second World War
he helped set up the British Common-
wealth Air Training Plan (BCATP), and
eventually formed the Para-Rescue
Service for the Royal Canadian Air
Force (RCAF). He was one of Canada’s
first bush pilots. In December 1928, a
man and his dog team were dispatched
with a message from a doctor in north-
ern Alberta: the community was on the
brink of a deadly diphtheria epidemic,

YV
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hundreds of people’s lives were at risk.
It took over two weeks for the message
to reach Edmonton, but, as soon as it
did, May and his partner Vic Horner set
out in their open-cockpit plane with an
antitoxin. They flew through unfamiliar
territory, braving temperatures in the
-30s. By the time the two men arrived
back in Edmonton, four days later,
May’s hands were frozen to the steering
controls. He was awarded the presti-
gious McKee trophy in 1929 for this
perilous mission.

May is also responsible for delivering
the first airmail to the Canadian Arctic
in 1929.

In 1932 the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) were tracking a man
wanted for murdering one police officer
and wounding another. This man was
known as the Mad Trapper of Rat
River, Northwest Territories. He had
eluded police for a month, so May
joined in the chase and began flying in
temperatures in the -40s through un-
charted territory. In February 1933 he
spotted the Mad Trapper’s tracks, who
shortly thereafter was captured and
killed by police. May died in 1952 of a
stroke while hiking with his son in
Utah. He was inducted into Canada’s
Aviation hall of Fame in 1973.

Clennell “Punch” Dickins was an-
other one of Canada’s first bush pilots.
He too served in the First World War,
shooting down seven enemy planes and
winning a Distinguished Flying Cross.
Dickins is remembered for flying
through uncharted territory from north-
ern Winnipeg to Chesterfield Inlet and
back to Winnipeg. Amazingly, he
covered approximately 6 436
kilometres in 37 hours, over 12 days,
and without any radio communication.
This journey would have taken 18
months by a team of dogs. Dickins was
awarded the prestigious McKee trophy

in 1928 for this unprecedented mission.
Throughout his career as a bush pilot he
flew many prospectors and trappers to
mining and hunting sites. He even flew
over Great Slave Lake and spotted the
site where Canadian geologist Gilbert
Labine mined and discovered radium
and uranium in 1930.

The Evolution of the Bush Plane
Wop May, Punch Dickins, and other
bush pilots flew whatever they owned
or whatever was loaned to them in order
to complete their missions in the 1920s
and 1930s. After much consultation
with these men R.B.C. Noorduyn
designed the first bush plane in 1935. It
was called the Noorduyn Norseman. It
was an amphibious, single-engine
aircraft with a large cabin for storage
and high wings to avoid tangled ground
brush.

The second bush plane designed was
the de Havilland Beaver. This first flew
in 1947 after Punch Dickins circulated a
survey to other Canadian bush pilots.
This plane had shorter take-off and
landing (STOL) capabilities than the
Norseman, it had a special wing-flap
system, and it could carry a heavier
load of cargo and hold six passengers.

The third bush plane designed by
Canadians was the de Havilland Otter.
It first flew in 1951. This plane was
similar to the Beaver, but larger and
more powerful. It was designed to
operate in extreme weather conditions
on wheels, floats, skis, or “tundra tires”
(huge, low pressure balloon tires that
can operate on soft, boggy ground). In
1965 the Twin Otter was developed. It
was essentially the same plane as the
Otter, but had twin engines that gave it
50 per cent more speed.

Bush pilots today use modern aircraft
such as Beech Staggerwings, Bonanzas,
Piper Super Cubs, Cherokees, and
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Cessna 180s and 206s. The planes used
in winter are closed on both sides and
adequately heated. Some even have a
small space for the pilot to rest. The
planes to choose from today suit a
variety of destinations and missions
across the country.

Bush Flying Today
Technology, communication, develop-
ment, and migration have changed the
face of northern Canada. The Canadian
bush pilots of the 1920s and 1930s may
exist no longer, but their legacy re-
mains. During the last century, radio
and navigation technology developed
and the purpose of missions changed.
Bush pilots today have access to a
variety of aircraft. Mail, medicine, food
supplies, and cargo deliveries still

remain a common part of bush pilot
missions. For many isolated northern
communities, bush pilots provide a vital
lifeline. However, ferrying big hunters
to base camp, fishing enthusiasts to
secluded waters, nature photographers
to scenic vistas, and archaeological
explorers to dig sites are examples of
the diverse purposes and types of
missions for today’s bush pilots. One of
Canada’s first bush pilots, C.H.
“Punch” Dickins, in a 1962 speech,
summarized bush flying as “a pilot and
mechanic, who are ready and willing to
take any kind of load to any destination,
on or off the map, within the limits of
their aircraft, and the financial re-
sources of the customer.” The bush
pilot exemplifies the old adage “It’s a
dirty job, but somebody’s got to do it!”

Questions
Answer the following questions in your notebook.

1. List and describe the various purposes of bush pilots’ missions in the past
and today.

2. How has the job of a bush pilot evolved over the past 75 years? Use spe-
cific examples in your answer.

3. Would you want to be a bush pilot? Use three reasons to explain your
answer.

4. What kind of schooling and skills do you think would be needed to do the
job of a bush pilot?

5. Name two Canadian bush pilots and write two questions you would ask
them if you could. Predict what their answers might be to your questions.

6. In your opinion is bush flying part of what makes up our Canadian iden-
tity? Provide support for your answer.
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CENTURY OF FLIGHT: WINGS OVER CANADA
Final Activity: Career Choice

1. Brainstorm a list of careers in the fields of aviation and aerospace.

2. Choose two careers from the brainstormed list that interest you most.

3. Research the two careers using one or more of the following Web sites:

• Job Futures: http://jobfutures.ca/en/home.shtml
• Ontario Career Gateway: www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/career
• Air Canada (this site includes Air Canada Cargo, Tango, Air Canada Jazz,
Star Alliance, Air Canada Jetz, and Air Canada Technical Services):
www.aircanada.ca/about-us/employment/
• Canadian Space Agency: Studies and Careers: www.space.gc.ca/asc/eng/
youth_educators/educators/careers.asp

4. Address the categories in the list below while researching the two careers.

• General Job Description
• Occupational Area (where you find the work, i.e. transportation, educa-
tion, communication, public administration, forestry)
• Education/Training Requirements
• Specialized Skills Needed

• Salaries/Wages
• Average Employment
• Retirement Rate
• Current Work Prospects and Future Work Prospects
• Job Satisfaction
• Related Careers

5. List three pros and three cons for each of the careers researched.

6. Write a paragraph explaining which career you would choose based on
your research. Use five reasons in your explanation. Be prepared to share
your career choice with the class.

Note to Teachers
The list of careers
could include pilot
(commercial,
military, private);
flight engineer;
flight attendant;
flying instructor;
mechanic; transpor-
tation officer; air
traffic controller;
astronaut.

YV


